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Preamble 
In the second year of college for the Bachelor of Maritime Operations (BMO) a maritime symposium 

about improvement and innovation of the maritime sector will be held by the second year students. 

The students are divided in groups of five and each group has his own subject. This research paper is 

about applying graphene on vessels. 

We would specially like to thank our principals mister P.C. van Kluijven and mister G. Blankenstein for 

supervising and help with our research. 

 

Rotterdam, 13 November 2015 

Project group 7 
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Management Review 
This report will discuss the properties of graphene and what the possibilities of graphene are on 

board of vessels. Graphene is a material that has a unique combination of characteristics. It is a really 

promising material. This is because, for instance, it is stronger than steel, more conductive than 

silicium and it is very thin. Unfortunately it can only be produced in flakes.  

Gaphene has already proven itself a good filter material. Desk research was the main method of 

researching done for applying graphene based filters on board of vessels. The main focus was on 

creating a multifunctional filter. Further points of focus were improving durability, reducing 

maintenance and reducing costs of the filters currently used on board.  

No evidence is found that graphene can do any of these things, but it can be used to improve other 

filtration processes. Graphene based filters can be used on board for desalination, removing toxic 

pollutants from wastewater, to filter vapors and gasses or to separate oil from wastewater.  

The free surface effect is a mechanism which can cause a vessel to become unstable and capsize. To 

overcome this problem a vertical slack tank moment (VSTM) has to be taken into account. A property 

of graphene aerogel is that it can act as a ‘super sponge’, this can be used to reduce the free surface 

effect. Although graphene aerogel would indeed take away the VSTM, it would cost a great amount 

of liquid that could normally be put into a tank. This has been calculated while doing desk research. 

So, graphene aerogel is not a very good reducer of the VSTM when taking into account the amount of 

space will cost. 

The paint currently used on the hull and deck of the ship has little to no anti-icing/de-icing 

properties, graphene could give paint these properties. One of the properties of graphene is that it is 

highly conductive and therefore it can melt ice. While doing desk research, this idea came up. The 

field research at the TU Delft pointed out that this could be possible. Graphene can only be produced 

in flakes, these can be mixed into the paint. And when electric power is put on to this paint, the ice, 

formed on the vessel, will melt and fall of. This will save a lot of man-energy and work-hours. 

So, to conclude there can be said, that at this point graphene can best be used in paint for anti-icing 

purposes. At this point ice needs to be chipped which costs lots of man hours and is hard labour. 

Although it costs a lot of electrical power, this method for anti-icing can be perfected, but therefore 

more research is required into the profits of this method. 
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Introduction 
Graphene was recently discovered and is still an active area of research among scientists. The 

properties of graphene look very promising, for example it is the strongest material known to man. 

This project has been done to research the possibilities of the properties of graphene which could 

innovate and/or improve the current situation in the maritime sector on board of vessels. 

Problem description 
Graphene has a unique combination of characteristics. Graphene is a really promising material. This 
is because it is stronger than steel, more conductive than silicium and it’s very thin.  
The paint currently used on the outside of the ship has little to no anti-icing/de-icing properties, 
graphene could give paint these properties(because it is highly conductive) and maybe more.  
The free surface effect is a mechanism which can cause a craft to become unstable and capsize. To 
overcome this problem a vertical slack tanke moment (VTSM) has to be taken into account. 
A graphene aerogel  can act as a super sponge to reduce the free surface effect. 
The working of the currently used filters are fine as they are, but might be improved by applying 
graphene in these filters. For instance the permeability, durability and costs might improve. 
 
Several companies with different specialties are researching the possibilities of graphene. Yet there 
are no applications for this matter on seagoing vessels. 

 

Problem definition 
Operations on board vessels present problems regarding efficiency and effectiveness. De-icing 
systems could be improved using graphene based heating in coating. Filter-systems used on board 
use multiple filters to filter one liquid, using graphene might improve this process. Graphene aerogel 
could remove the negative effect on the stability of vessels due to the free surface effect. 

Objective 
The objective of this project is to find a use for graphene on vessels in regard to filters, paint and free 
surface effect, so that operations on board vessels will be performed more efficiently and effectively. 
The goal is to seek improvements in these areas by using graphene.  
 
Main question 
 “How can the use of Graphene benefit maritime technology?” 

Sub questions 

To answer the main question the following sub questions will be answered:  

1. “What are the properties of graphene?” 

2. “How can the properties of graphene improve the filters on board?” 

3. “How can the properties of graphene help to improve the stability of the ship?” 

4.  “How can the properties of graphene improve the paint currently used on the ship its hull and in 

tanks?” 
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1. How can the properties of graphene improve the filters on board? 

First of all, desk research is done. This can be found in the individual researches for documents 
about graphene. Next there was an interview with a professor who is currently researching the 
production of graphene at the Technical University of Delft and a phone call with A. Nobel. These 
are qualitative researches, because the answers are in an open way and not a yes/no answer. 
Also research is done into the usual filters on board, this is done on the internet and with books. 

2. How can the properties of graphene help to improve the stability of the ship? 

First of all, desk research is done. This can be found in the individual researches for documents 
about graphene. Further research is done by an interview. This was at the University of Delft. 
Also research will be one into the already in use ‘ballast’-applications on board, this is done by 
the internet. The research gives a qualitative answer but also be quantitative, so it is possible to 
compare different kind of ‘ballast’ applications. 

3. How can the properties of graphene improve the paint currently used on the ship its 

hull and in tanks? 

First of all, desk research is done. This can be found in the individual researches for documents 
about Graphene. Then there was a research by an interview at the University of. The goal was to 
look into the advantages of the use of graphene in paint on board a vessel. Also the 
disadvantages are researched. The research is mainly quantitative because the characteristics 
(conductivity, viscosity, texture, et cetera) of graphene paint are compared to currently used 
paint. But also an explanation is made, so qualitative research is done. 

4. Main question: How to make use of the properties of Graphene on board? 

To answer the main question, the sub-questions were looked at to make a choice whether 
graphene can be useful on board or not. The most remarkable finding is used there to explain 
whether it is useful. The answer is qualitative, because an explanation is made of the use of 
graphene on board. 

 

There are several universities that are currently researching the production and uses of graphene, 

the one that would be the best, based on its location, is the Technical University of Delft. Contact was 

made with them to visit some experts on the area of graphene. Before the visit, questions were 

made to ask the experts. The questions were qualitative, so a wide scale of information was given 

and found. 

Borders 
Research has been done to look at the possible uses of graphene in the Maritime industry.  
The focus is on the possible uses of graphene. The research is restricted to paperwork, desk research 
and field research. This research is to investigate, work out, evaluate and describe possibilities for the 
use of graphene on board. 
There is no production of graphene nor production of products. 
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1. The properties of graphene 
Graphene is a carbon that can be seen as a two dimensional layer of atoms which are aligned 

hexagonally 1.0.1. As can be seen in the illustration 1.1. It is assumed that graphene was first 

‘accidentally produced’ by the use of pencils and 

other similar applications of graphite1.0.2. The first 

time graphene was measurably produced and 

isolated in the lab was in 2003.  

Graphene has many properties that could be put to 

good use within the maritime sector. The properties 

explained in the sub questions show the most 

potential . 

 

1.1 Production of graphene 
The production of graphene is a slow process. During the field research at the Technical University of 

Delft, Ir. Christina A. Verone (PhD Researcher; Micro and Nano Engineering; Department of Precision 

and Microsystems Engineering) explained to us briefly how they produce graphene.  

Briefly described the process is as follows: By running a gas containing carbon atoms through a 

furnace, scientists make the carbon atoms precipitate on a copper(Cu)-foil as graphene. The chemical 

compound used to get the carbon from is methane. Methane (CH4) is the simplest alkane and is 

relative in abundance on Earth. Also hydrogen gas (H2) and argon (Ar) are added to make a flow 

possible.  

The result is a copper foil containing tiny flakes of 

graphene only a few µm in diameter. 

  

1. 1 graphene 

B. de Graaf’s photo of copper with graphene on it 

Microscopic image of graphene on 
copper 

Schematic image of producing graphene 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=graphene&view=detailv2&&id=1E060B7730508639FE0DEDCAC29CAF40349E9FCE&selectedIndex=1&ccid=5LauHG+1&simid=608010066685265839&thid=OIP.Me4b6ae1c6fb5074e6c36143ce62f6961o0
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=graphene&view=detailv2&&id=1E060B7730508639FE0DEDCAC29CAF40349E9FCE&selectedIndex=1&ccid=5LauHG+1&simid=608010066685265839&thid=OIP.Me4b6ae1c6fb5074e6c36143ce62f6961o0
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1.2 Strength 
Graphene is currently one of the strongest materials known to man. Compared to steel it is 207 time 

stronger by weight. 1.2.1 

To get an understanding about the strength of graphene, picture the following: if one square meter 

hammock made of graphene were tied between two trees 

it could support approximately four kilograms before it 

would break. This hammock would weigh less than one 

milligram. This means that this hammock could support a 

cat sitting in it while the hammock itself would only weigh 

about as much as one of the cat’s whiskers(1.2). If this 

principle would be used with a hammock made of steel it 

would only hold 19.3 grams. 

A material that is 207 times as strong as steel could of course be very useful in the maritime world, 

with ships consisting of steel for the most parts.  

An important note however is that at this moment it is impossible to produce sheets of graphene 

large enough for ship building. Nor can it be produced in quantities large enough for commercial 

purposes. 

1.3 Electric conductivity 
One of the most useful properties of graphene is that it is a zero-overlap semimetal with a very high 

electrical conductivity. Zero-overlap means that there is no overlap between the bottom of the 

conduction band and the top of the valence band (1.3 & 1.4)1.3.1. The valence band is the highest 

range of electron energies in which electrons are normally present at absolute zero temperature, 

while the conduction band is the lowest range of vacant electronic states 1.3.2. When the valance-

electrons leave the valance band which can be seen as electrons tightly bound to the nucleus, and 

move to the conduction band these electrons are called free electrons. These electrons are also 

called conduction electrons, the movement from one band to the other is called the overlap. The 

overlap is the external energy needed to move the free electrons to the conduction band. The 

smaller the gap, the less energy is required. 

  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

1. 2  cat in hammock  

1. 4 conduction and valence band 

1. 3 conduction and valence 
band 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=graphene+cat&view=detailv2&&id=CF43E243117D62232EC32D7C060E7E15BD76F753&selectedIndex=0&ccid=ly9o4Y8R&simid=608032155705606952&thid=OIP.M972f68e18f110e36a211187758fc92f5o0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Semiconductor_band_structure_(lots_of_bands_2).svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Semiconductor_band_structure_(lots_of_bands_2).svg
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Carbon atoms have a total of 6 electrons, 2 in the inner shell 

and 4 in the outer shell. The 4 electrons are used for chemical 

bonding. But since graphene is a two dimensional material it 

only needs 3 electrons for chemical bonding as can be seen in 

picture 1.1, one dot represents one carbon atom and as can be 

seen each dot only has 3 connection. This leaves the 4th electron 

freely in the third dimension for electronic conduction. These 

electrons that are highly mobile are called pi electrons(1.5).  

Graphene has a very high electric mobility, recent test show an electric mobility of above 15,000 𝑐𝑚
2

𝑉∗𝑠
 

and in theory it is possible to get an electric mobility of 200,000 𝑐𝑚
2

𝑉∗𝑠
. This is the ability of moving a 

charge through the material. 

Graphene is known to have resistivity of  1.00×10−8  ρ (Ω•m) at 20 °C and a conductivity of 1.00×108  σ 

(S/m) at 20 °C where as that of copper is respectively 1.68×10−8  ρ (Ω•m) at 20 °C and 5.96×107 σ 

(S/m) at 20 °C. Therefore graphene was better.  

1. 5 4th electrons 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCPKNiIiSxMgCFUJqGgodJu4Nzw&url=http://appliedmechanicsreviews.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleid=1397363&psig=AFQjCNFTcecbm9kIeWNLg-OZq_EIfRzeHg&ust=1444986940296426
http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCPKNiIiSxMgCFUJqGgodJu4Nzw&url=http://appliedmechanicsreviews.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org/article.aspx?articleid=1397363&psig=AFQjCNFTcecbm9kIeWNLg-OZq_EIfRzeHg&ust=1444986940296426
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1.4 Permeability 
Graphene oxide is a material with a very high permeability with respect to water 1.4.1. This property 

can be very useful in the maritime world where many filters are used on every ship. Graphene oxide 

is made from natural graphite flakes and treating them with potassium permanganate (KMnO4) and 

sodium nitrate (NaNO3). This treating happens in concentrated sulphuric acids. Graphene oxide (GO) 

parts were exfoliated(peeled off) by dissolving the graphite oxide in water with the help of 

ultrasounds. Any unwanted bulk is removed by centrifugation. 

To produce Graphene oxide membranes, the above suspension is spin- or spray-coated on a 25 μm‐

thick piece of copper foil. To increase the deposition rate, the disk are heated to ≈50°C.  Freestanding 

Graphene oxide membranes of approximately 1 cm in diameter were made by etching away the 

copper foil, on which is was made, in nitric acid. The last part is cleaning the membranes in distilled 

water and then drying the membranes on a hot plate(<50°C). The result is a graphene oxide 

membrane as seen in 1.7 (1.6)1.4.2. 

         

  

1. 6 produciton process 

1. 7 membrame  
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Graphene is only one atom thick but despite this it is believed that graphene is impermeable to all 

gases and liquids. When a metal container was sealed with a graphene oxide membrane, even the 

best equipment wasn’t able to measure any air to leak through. When researches tried the same 

thing but with ordinary water, they found that it evaporates without noticing the graphene seal. This 

means that water can leak easily through graphene oxide membranes. The evaporation rate of the 

water molecules was the same independently of the container was sealed or completely open. 

The above process is probably because graphene sheets arrange in such a way that there is just 

enough room for one layer of water molecules. Picture 1.8 shows how the water flows through the 

graphene membrane, the dotted line represents the water flow. 

If another molecule tries to do the same as the water molecules it finds that the graphene capillaries 

either shrink in low humidity or get clogged with water molecules. 

This means that these membranes filter everything out of water. This property can of course be very 

useful in filter systems on board of ships. In chapter two the application of graphene in filters is 

discussed.  

1. 8 water flow through membrame  
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1.5 Aerogel 
An aerogel is a manmade porous material that is like a gel but where the liquid component of the gel 

is replaced with a gas and thus is a solid and dry material 1.5.1. This results in a solid material that has 

an extremely low density and a low thermal conductivity.  

 

1. 9 aerogel  

The production of graphene-aerogel is done by the means of supercritical drying. By using this 

method the liquid can be slowly dried off in a precise and controlled way without causing the main 

structure to collapse like it would when using conventional evaporation. This collapsing of the main 

structure is due to surface tension of the liquid that would pull against the solid structure that it is in 

contact with during evaporation. By bypassing the liquid-gas phase (green arrow) this collapsing can 

be avoided. This can be done in two ways, the way of the blue arrow (low temperature low pressure) 

or the way of the red arrow (high temperature, high pressure) as can be seen in the below 

Pressure/Temperature diagram (1.10).  The dot near the red arrow is the supercritical temperature 

where the liquid can turn into gas without any stress on the structure by van der Waalsforces and 

compression. 

 

1. 10 table  

For some aerogels even the solid-gas boundary can make it collapse making the way of the red arrow 

the only useful way since it does not cross any phase boundary but passes through the super critical 
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region where there is no distinction between gas and liquid so the density does not change keeping 

the solid structure intact. 

The solid graphene aerogel is very strong structurally due to the microstructure within the aerogel 

that only makes up about 1.8% with the other 98.2% being air. Since it almost lacks solid materials 

the material is nearly weightless but because of the microstructure is very strong. A two gram piece 

of graphene aerogel can hold up a 2,5 kg brick. The microstructure is made up of spherical particles 

fused with nanotubes into clusters, knowledge of nanotubes is seen as basic knowledge, that forms a 

highly porous structure of chains with pores under 100nm. The size and density of these pores can be 

controlled during manufacturing.  

Some aerogels are tend to shatter like glass when pressed very firmly due to its friability but not the 

graphene aerogel. The graphene aerogel can be compressed in volume over 90% and still completely 

recover. This with the ability to absorb up to 900 times its own weight in oil at a rate of 68.8 grams 

per second would make it a great sponge. 

Graphene aerogel would be a great thermal insulator because it counters two of the three methods 

of heat transfer. Gas is a very poor heat conductor and since graphene aerogel is composed mostly 

out of a gas it a very good conductive insulator, this means it prevents adjacent atoms to vibrate 

against each other. Also since the gas is not able to circulate in the material it is a good convective 

insulator, this prevents the transfer of heat by the movement of fluids. Infrared radiation does pass 

through the material so it is not a good radiation insulator. Only the thermal conductivity of 

graphene itself could make other material aerogels better suited. This has to be researched. 

An aerogel feels very dry and is hydrophilic by nature which means when handling it for a long period 

of time it is advised to wear gloves. A chemical treatment can make the material hydrophobic that 

would make it of more use on board. 

 

1.6 Thermal conductivity 
The specific heat of graphene is greatly dependent on its phonon structure1.6.1. A phonon is a 

collective excitation in a periodic, elastic arrangements of atoms in solids, knowledge of this is not 

important1.6.2. The specific heat is slightly higher than that of graphite and diamond below room 

temperature.  

In the context of integrated electronics, heat dissipation from graphene devices and interconnects is 

primarily limited by their environment and the relatively weak van der Waals interfaces of graphene. 

Therefore it has to be researched in what kind of environment electronics should be placed, for 

example a cooling gas or liquid to make sure that the graphene does not get to hot. 

In the context of graphene composites and 3D architectures, simulation results have suggested that 

the thermal properties could be easily tuned. Such property raises the interesting prospects of both 

ultra-high thermal conductivity for heat sinking applications (dissipating heat in the exhaust system 

such as the funnel, engine compartments, etc.), and of ultra-low thermal conductivity for 

thermoelectric applications (anti-icing applications). 

This property can be used for thermal management applications on board. 

Thermal conductivity in graphene still is an active area of research. 
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1.7 Recapitulation 
Desk research has shown that in theory graphene has many useful properties that can be used on 

board ships. However, the research on graphene is still in its initial phase with experiments done only 

on a small scale or by a small group of scientists. This means that the properties discovered from 

their researches can differ a lot when, for example, a different method of production is used.  

Therefore further research is needed.  

During the field research it became clear that graphene can currently be produced only as tiny flakes 

and not as a single sheet. A question that rises then is if scaling up the size of production or using 

cheaper production methods will change the properties. Also for this further research will be 

needed. 

The outcome of this part of the research has given a solid basic knowledge that is needed for 

answering  the following questions.  
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2. Filters 
In this chapter the use of graphene as filter material or as a filter element will be investigated. The 

main focus will be on creating a multifunctional filter based on graphene, this would be a filter 

applicable in every piping system and for every liquid. Further focus points are improving durability, 

reducing maintenance and reducing costs.  

2.1 Filtration 
On board of vessels filtration is essential. Liquids like fuel, oil and water but also air are not always 

pure and clean which means that they bring contamination with them into their systems. Such 

contaminants can cause damage to the machinery and obstruct a passage causing even more 

damage. Therefore filters are placed throughout the duct to reduce this chance of damage as a result 

of contaminated material. Basically everything that passes through a piece of machinery has to be 

filtered.2.1.1  

2.2 Methods  
There are four main methods for filtering and each method has its advantages and disadvantages, 

these methods will be briefly discussed. 

 Surface filtering keeps the impurities in the material attached to the surface of the filter 

material. In most of these filters the filter material can be cleaned if needed. Surface 

filtration is less expensive than depth filtration, because there is less material needed and 

the manufacturing technique is less complicated. 

 Depth filtering, however, keeps the impurities inside the element of the filter. In these filters 

the whole filter element has to be replaced when the filter is full.   

 Magnetic filtering contains a strong magnet which attracts iron and steel parts. All that is 

needed to clean the filter is to scratch the parts from the magnet.  

 Centrifugal filtering is based on a centrifugal operation. The parts of dirt are brought to the 

widest side of a rotating drum. Filters based on the centrifugal method can always be 

cleaned.   

 

2. 1 surface filtration and depth filtration 

  

2. 2 magnetic filters 2. 3 centrifugal filtration 
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Depending on the substance to be filtered and the desired amount of maintenance a choice can be 

made between the four methods. Only the first two of these four methods of filtration make use of a 

filter element, so graphene can only be used in a surface filter or a depth filter. 2.2.1,2.2.2 

2.3 Specific types of filters 
On board of ships the most common type of filters are the suction- and pressure filters. These filters 

are most commonly found just before and right after a pump. 

2.3.1 Suction filter 

The suction filter is a rough one, so the resistance is minimal. This filter only holds the larger parts to 

protect the pump from damage. A suction filter does not need to be cleaned very often. A suction 

filter usually uses the depth filtering method, with multiple layers with each layer a finer filter gauze 

than the layer before, so that increasingly smaller parts of dirt can be held without an increasing 

resistance. This resistance is important regarding to the NPSH, or net positive suction head. The net 

positive suction head is a value used to indicate how close a fluid is to cavitation. Cavitation must be 

prevented, for it can damage the pump.  (figure 2.4) 

2.3.2 Pressure filter 

Pressure filters have a finer filter material than suction filters. The resistance is therefore a lot more 

than the resistance of suction filters. The purpose of this filter is to protect the pipes and machinery 

from damage due to dirt particles. (figure 2.5) 2.3.3, 2.3.4         

 

  

2. 4 pressure filter 
2. 5 suction filter 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCPnlobuJjckCFYaRDwodJXMD3w&url=http://www.marineinsight.com/sports-luxury/equipment/filters-and-strainers-types-and-uses-on-ship/&bvm=bv.107467506,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNGF7nSTuQb9HuCHqpZhe9GmZUHgQQ&ust=1447492909933062
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2.4 Current problems with filters 
At this point of time the main problems with filters are2.4.1, 2.4.2: 

 Multiple filters, the filters currently used on board of vessels can be improved on several 

characteristics. There are different kinds of filters needed for different matters. One kind of 

filter, usable for every fluid on board would be easier and would cost less.  

 Clogged up, filters get clogged up. Depending on the type of filter it takes work to clean 

 Limited durability, filters can be improved on their durability. Every filter has, depending on 

the type of filter, a certain durability 

 Cost effectiveness, creating one filter which can be used in every piping system would be ideal 

because maintenance time could be shortened. If every filter on board would be the same, 

there would only be one manual. The crew would soon get familiar with the maintenance, 

which could lead to shorter maintenance time.  

2.5 How has graphene be applied in filters? 
 
Several researchers have been trying to find a way to use graphene to improve filtering. There are six 
possible applications. 
 

 Water treatment 

 Desalination 

 Removing toxic pollutants 

 Filtering gasses and vapors 

 Separating oil from wastewater 
 
Water treatment is a process used to create water which is suitable for its application.2.5.1 There are 
several kinds of water treatment and several kinds of water treatment are being researched using 
graphene.  
 
Graphene is a hydrophobic material, which means that when graphene sheets with pores are applied 
to a filter, only water molecules will go through.2.5.1 This property makes graphene filters based on 
graphene sheets very suitable for, for example, wastewater treatment, boiler water treatment, 
cooling water treatment and desalination.  
 
The process of desalination is based on reverse osmosis. This means that two liquids are separated 
by a permeable membrane. Water will go through the membrane to the side with the highest 
concentration of a particular matter. Researchers have found that those membranes can be made 
from graphene2.5.7, which means that it can work as a filter as well.2.5.2 Graphene is a very thin 
material, so water will flow more easily through a layer of graphene than the membranes currently 
used for desalination. A big disadvantage is that the size of the holes has to be very small, only one 
µm big. The process of desalination, however, could be improved by using graphene.  
 
Filtering with graphene is also possible in a different way. Researchers in Portugal have created 
certain ‘tea bags’ filled with heated graphene oxide and ammonia. The result is a tea bag with the 
ability to absorb several kinds of toxic pollutants.2.5.3 Graphene has proven to be able to reduce the 
percentage of a toxic pollutant more than the materials currently used to filter pollutants from 
water. In future these tea bags might be usable to remove toxic pollutants from wastewater in 
practice.   
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Sheets of graphene oxide can be used to stop all gasses and vapors, except water.2.5.1 It seems that 
graphene can be useful in the oil and gas industry. The pores to stop most of the gasses have to be 
around 50 µm up to 100 µm.2.5.4 Compared to the required 1 µm for desalination, creating a 
graphene based filter for gasses should be less complicated.  
 
Research is being done to using graphene for oil separation to filter oil from wastewater. Just like 
with filtering gasses, a graphene oil filter could be made of graphene sheets with holes of 50 µm up 
to 100 µm big. A variation of graphene has already been patented, named Perforene. This Perforene 
is a layer of one atom thick of graphene with holes the size of 1 µm big.2.5.5 Another way of filtering 
oil is by a foam similar to the material used in the ‘tea bags’. There are three types of graphene foam 
developed, these are omniphillic, hydrophobic and omniphobic. Only the omniphobic type is able to 
stop oil.2.5.6 Further research is needed to find how oil filters can be improved by graphene.  
 
 

2.6 How can graphene improve filters used on board 
 

Graphene could indeed improve filters in future. For now, however, there has not been enough 

research done yet to know the exact quality of graphene filters. It will definitely take some years 

before the first graphene filter will be available on the market.  

The possibilities of graphene regarding the improvement of filters are being researched. The main 

invention when it comes to filters is a graphene membrane. This membrane is flexible and strong, 

but also very light and permeable for certain substances. How graphene membranes can be used to 

filter water, separate gas and desalinate materials is currently being investigated.   

The use of graphene filters has not been tested in practise enough to be able to say if graphene 

filters could be used on board of vessels. It is for example not known yet how graphene filters would 

operate in systems that are exposed to high pressures and temperatures. In a few years, when 

researchers have had time to investigate possible applications for graphene, it might be possible to 

use graphene based filters on board of vessels. 

The main focus was on creating a multifunctional filter, one filter that is applicable in every piping 

system on board. If graphene can improve the durability, reduce the maintenance or reduce the 

costs of the filters currently used on board were the other points of focus.  

No evidence is found during the research that graphene based filters can do any of these things. 

Nothing can be said about durability and maintenance of filters based on graphene, because no 

graphene based filters are used in practice yet. The production of graphene is in early stages, which 

makes graphene a very expensive material. In future this might change, but for now is graphene too 

expensive and would only raise costs.  

Creating a multifunctional filter with graphene seems for now impossible. Graphene has to be 

adapted to act as a filter for more than water. Adapting graphene so it can act as a filter for any liquid 

has not been successful yet. Without further research, graphene filters cannot be used as a 

multifunctional filter in piping systems on board. 

The results of the previous mentioned hypotheses are negative. No proof has been found that 

graphene filters could improve the durability, reduce costs or reduce the required maintenance of 

filters currently used on board. Below are some possible uses for graphene on board of vessels.  
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Water treatment and desalination 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, graphene filters can be used for water treatment. The biggest 

advantage on board would be desalination by graphene. Vessels nowadays are equipped with a 

system to desalinate seawater, so it can be used for drinking. This system, however, consists of a 

membrane so thick, it takes energy to pump the water through it. A desalination system based on 

graphene on the other hand, is very thin. Water just flows through it without the help of pumps. This 

is a great advantage and would improve the desalination system used on board. This method has 

unfortunately not been tested enough yet to apply graphene membranes for desalination on board. 

Another issue is the production of these graphene membranes. The production of graphene on a 

large scale itself is something scientists are still trying to figure out. Creating a sheet of graphene with 

pores the size with a maximum of 1 µm, also known as ‘Perforene’, is still a challenge. It is possible, 

but applying a desalination system based on graphene on board of vessels will take much research. 

Function Removing salt from seawater 

Properties Very permeable for water 

Requirements Pressure resistant 

To be researched Production of perforated graphene sheets 

 
Removing toxic pollutants 

Using graphene as a way of removing toxic pollutants from liquids, as researchers have applied in the 

so mentioned ‘tea bags’, could be a great advantage on board of vessels. The international law for 

the maritime industry prohibits discharge of liquids that contain toxic pollutants. Reducing the 

percentage of these pollutants would make it easier for vessels to discharge their polluted 

wastewater. An additional problem would be the used graphene ‘tea bags’, since they eventually 

would have to be discharged as well. Nevertheless might these tea bags in future make it possible for 

vessels to remove all toxic pollutants from wastewater, but further research is required. 

Function Removing toxic pollutants 

Properties Absorbent 

Requirements Must absorb and hold pollutants 

To be researched Effectiveness 

 

Filtering gasses and vapors 

Sheets of graphene can be used for filtering gasses and vapors. These sheets are the same as the 

sheets that can be used for desalination, but with larger pores.  

Oil, gas or chemical tankers have a special vapor flange for discharging vapor from the tanks. If a 

graphene filter based on a graphene sheet could be made heat and high pressure resistant, this filter 

might be used to filter vapors. If the vapors could be filtered, it would no longer be necessary to use 

the vapor flange to discharge vapors to the shore. It would be an improvement for tankers, because 

it would make vapors one thing less to worry 

about. If a graphene based filter that is usable 

to filter vapors can be created is not sure. 

Further research is needed to create such a 

filter.  
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Function Filtering toxic gasses from vaporline 

Properties Permeable only for water 

Requirements Pressure resistant, effective 

To be researched Effectiveness 

 

Filtering oil from wastewater 

Another possibility is filtering oil from wastewater. Graphene sheets can be adapted to separate 

water from oil. This would be perfect for wastewater from, for example, wash water from oil tankers. 

If the oil is filtered from the waste water it could be pumped overboard instead of held in the bilge 

tank, which is an advantage for the load capacity of a vessel. With some more research, graphene 

might even be applied to create a kind of separator.  

 Function Removing oil from wastewater 

Properties Must hold oil and let water go through 

Requirements Heat resistant, high pressure resistant 

To be researched Effectiveness 
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3. The free surface effect 

3.1 Stability of ships 
At this moment, the stability of a ship is still a major concern when designing the vessel. 

 

3. 1 ship stability 

As can been seen in the picture above, a ship is stable when the change of the rolling of the vessel 

has a restoring moment (3.1b). Which means that the vessel will restore to its normal position after 

rolling. A ship is unstable when it has an overturning moment and continues its rolling (3.1c). 

However, in picture 3.1 the centre of gravity is a fixed point that does not move when the ship rolls, 

this is never the case due to liquids that change position. 

3. 2 liquid in motion in an enclosed space 

In the above picture (3.2), the movement of a liquid in a tank is shown in an experiment where liquid 

moves from left to right. Liquid moves to the left, hits the wall, builds up energy that wants to 

continue moving and since there is a wall, it pushes this wall to the side and rises. Gravitational pull 

brings the water back down. This will lead to an effect that is called the free surface effect (3.3). The 

free surface effect is a mechanism which can cause a vessel to become unstable and can even 

capsize.3.3.1.1 It refers to the tendency of liquids — and of unbound aggregates of small solid objects, 

like seeds, gravel, or crushed ore, whose behaviour approximates that of liquids — to move in 

https://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCMzd4qyRiMkCFUH7DgodrJUFgw&url=https://www.quora.com/Would-it-be-possible-to-capsize-an-18th-Century-galleon-by-having-the-crew-run-back-and-forth-on-the-deck&bvm=bv.106923889,d.bGg&psig=AFQjCNF0HCH88OVgXQ_AiwA2ZPWDRjjJDg&ust=1447323178514799
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/60/Liquid_in_container.png
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response to changes in the attitude of a vessel's cargo holds, decks, or liquid tanks in reaction to 

operator-induced motions or sea states caused by waves and wind acting upon the craft. As can been 

seen, the liquid is still in motion even after the tank (vessel) is on its maximum amplitude of the 

movement. This causes a shift of the centre of gravity which can exceed the position of the centre of 

buoyancy even when the ship was stable (as in 3.1b). Which will lead to capsizing of the vessel (3.1c).

 

3. 3 free surface effect 

When the liquid can be given the properties of a solid material (as in the right picture of 3.3), there 

will be no free surface effect. This would greatly improve the ship’s stability because the arm of the 

recovering moment is greater. Therefore there is a need for something that will “hold” the liquid in 

its place when the vessel is in motion. 

3.2 Currently used methods for limiting the free surface effect 
To limit the hazards of the free surface effect, vessels use multiple smaller bulk compartments or 

liquid tanks, instead of fewer larger ones. The problem with this method (as can be seen 3.4) is that 

there are many compartments to (un)load, that it is more expensive to make, increases the overall 

weight and takes up more volume that could be used for a liquid when using fewer larger ones. This 

liquid could be cargo like crude oil on tankers or water in the vessel’s tanks.3.3.2.1 

 

3. 4 tank diagram 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJXg1ZyKiMkCFUMeDwodE-IAIg&url=http://www.bbauv.com/?attachment_id=220&psig=AFQjCNFqmF8vuLVRZrJqlmA-ujHnqMvcyw&ust=1447321270249098
http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCJfC0o2hiMkCFUZ3DwodbOQN9w&url=http://www.marineinsight.com/marine/a-comprehensive-list-fuel-diesel-and-lube-oil-tanks-on-a-ship/&bvm=bv.106923889,d.bGg&psig=AFQjCNFtNUh1bbMa1YvZNPKP1sZfaLRCiA&ust=1447327454772270
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Another method is using baffles within bulk compartments or liquid tanks to minimize the free 

surface effects on the vessel as a whole (as can be seen 3.5). This also takes up volume within the 

tank, increases the overall weight and increases production costs. 

 

3. 5 baffles 

Keeping individual bulk compartments or liquid tanks either relatively empty or full is another way to 

minimize the effect and its attendant problems. Tanks or compartments that do not straddle the 

vessel's centreline are somewhat less prone to destabilising oscillations. Similarly, narrow 

compartments (aligned bow to stern) and compartments at the extremes away from the centreline, 

are less prone to cause instability. But all these methods are still limiting the amount of cargo that 

can be carried, which leads to less profit. 

3.3 What can graphene aerogel do to limit the free surface effect? 
The properties of graphene aerogel might be able to solve the above problems that current methods 

for limiting the free surface effect have. Useful properties of graphene  aerogel for this are: the 

extremely low density,  the ability to be compressed and recover, its structural strength, its good 

absorption and it can be made hydrophilic.3.3.3.1 

 

 

3. 6 a flower lifting aerogel 

The plan is to use graphene aerogel as a sponge in tanks to ‘hold’ the liquid in place which would 

theoretically lead to almost no free surface moment. There is done an investigation into the amount 

of lost space by the aerogel. To know if this is possible, a field research is done and therefore a visit 

experts on this subject. 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCIPmlKumiMkCFUaGDwod88QCIA&url=http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2296223/Lightest-material-Graphene-aerogel-balanced-atop-petals-flower.html&psig=AFQjCNFshAdXCY4a6YHcSJPwzXxV_26MQQ&ust=1447328852439724
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Graphene aerogel 

Chinese material scientists have created a graphene aerogel that is seven times lighter than air. A 

cubic centimetre of the graphene aerogel weighs just 0.16 milligrams. The graphene aerogel is so 

light that an cube inch of the stuff can be balanced on a blade of grass, the stamen of a flower, or the 

fluffy seed head of a dandelion. The graphene aerogel has truly superb elasticity and absorption. The 

graphene aerogel can recover completely after more than 90% compression, and absorb up to 900 

times its own weight in oil at a rate of 68.8 grams per second.3.3.3.2 With these two features 

combined, the material might be used to mop up oil spills, squeezed to reclaim the oil, and then 

thrown back in the ocean to mop up more oil. Beyond filtration, graphene could be used inside a 

tank to contain the liquid because graphene can absorb 900 times its own weight.3.3.3.3 The aerogel 

will be put in a tank and when the aerogel is filled with the liquid, the liquid itself cannot move over 

great distances anymore. And therefore the stability of ships will be improved. 

When a tank is completely filled with a liquid, the liquid cannot move within the tank when the ship 

heels. For this reason, as far as stability is concerned, the liquid may be considered as a static weight 

having its centre of gravity of the liquid within the tank. When a tank is not fully loaded, the centre of 

gravity of the tank will move when the ship heels. This causes a virtual loss of GM (look back to  

figure 3.1). And graphene aerogel should be able to deal with this problem by making any amount of 

liquid static.3.3.3.4 Since aerogel acts as a sponge it is possible to easily get the liquid out of it. A way to 

do so has yet to be researched. 

Baffles 

After doing research, it appeared that around 10 percent of the total volume of a tank exists of 

baffles.3.3.3.5 It can be calculated by the total amount of space a tank takes and then look to the total 

amount of liquid it is supposed to contain. For example, a tank that contains 1000 litres of liquid 

takes up the space of around 1160 litres. So 160 litres goes up to baffles. This total will relatively 

decrease when a tank is suited for tons of liquid. But still a great amount of space goes to the baffles. 

Also the baffles weigh a lot. With graphene it should be able to make tanks without baffles, or at 

least less baffles. On the other hand research will be done to look at the amount of space that is lost 

due to the place the aerogel takes in. 

Profits 

1 Cubic centimetres  of graphene aerogel can contain 900 times its own weight, so this is 

900*0,16=144 milligrams of water. If this would be compared to 1 cubic centimetre of water, without 

the graphene aerogel, this would take a total of 1000 milligrams of water. So this means that there 

will be a great loss in total volume a tank can take up. Per cubic centimetre, 856 milligrams of liquid 

will be lost. This means that it is no use at all to fill a tank with graphene aerogel to contain the liquid. 

Although the vertical slack tank moment could be reduced to a minimum, the losses in weight will 

compensate the win in vertical slack tank moment. 

It could be an option to  make only the top layer of a tank out of graphene aerogel. But further 

research needs to be done into this matter. Besides, after doing field research it appeared that, at 

this moment, it is not an option to make a full layer of graphene because graphene comes in flakes of 

1 nanometre thick. The aerogel is a different kind of graphene, and can only be produced in small 

‘boxes’ of graphene particles connected by special methods and materials. So, a little box is made of 

graphene which can contain a certain amount of liquid. But this amount is, in relation to the volume 

of the ‘box’, very low. 
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3.4 Possibilities 
To overcome the problem of the free surface effect, it would be an option to research whether it is 

possible to make one thick layer of graphene aerogel. Because the research was limited to the field 

research at the TU Delft, it was not possible to test the properties of graphene aerogel. But the 

expectations are that these graphene ‘boxes’ would lay still under normal sea going movements.3.3.3.1 

Still more research is required into this matter. At this point in time researches are still trying to find 

the possibilities of graphene aerogel. And when applying graphene aerogel in tanks, the most 

promising method will be the top layer of graphene aerogel. Using graphene aerogel instead of 

baffles will make radical new ship designs possible, where the tanks can be shaped into practically 

any form and as large as is structurally possible. Also retrofitting is possible when stability is more 

important than the quantity of the tanks.  
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4. Graphene coatings  
The current paint or coating used on board of vessels, have a lot of problems and disadvantages. 

Some problems or disadvantages showing a short time after applying the paint on the vessel, some 

showing after weeks, months or years. Some examples of these problems are: cracking/flaking, 

efflorescence/mottling and rust forming underneath. These problems will be less likely to appear 

when using a graphene coating instead of using the current coatings used today. Besides preventing 

rust and other weather related problems, it also forms a strong layer that protects the coating and 

vessel against scratches and other low-impact damages.4.5.1 

4.1 Coatings 
Researchers at The University of Manchester have already shown the potential of a rust-free future. 

By combining graphene with paint, a unique graphene coating is formed which could be the end of 

the deterioration of ships through rust. Researchers have proven that graphene coating on steel will 

improve the thermal and electrical conductivity and the anti-corrosiveness. Thermal conductivity is 

not an issue being researched by this research but electrical conductivity could be very useful, this 

will be further explained later on. Corrosion is a complex process that is linked to both environmental 

factors and the conditions of the metal surface. Although stainless steel is more resistant to 

corrosion than other metals, in acidic aqueous environments like polluted oceans, it can be 

susceptible to localized forms of attack that can result in deterioration. The hydrophobic properties 

of graphene can be used to repel water from the surface of steel. In addition, graphene’s electrical 

properties will also increase the anti-corrosiveness of the steel. The material also displayed its high 

corrosion resistance to seawater, meaning that graphene increases the corrosion resistance of the 

martial underneath, without compromising the properties and structure of the native stainless steel 

material. 

4.1.1 Graphene and paints 
Graphene has exceptional qualities to make interesting types of paints and coatings. Graphene's high 

resistant against the weather can make a durable coating that does not deteriorate and is resistant 

to water and oil. Graphene is an excellent electrical and thermal conductor and can be used to make 

multiple conductive paints. A strong barrier effect can help to make an anti-oxidant, scratch-resistant 

and anti-UVA coating. Other properties of graphene coating are such as high performance adhesives, 

high adhesion property, anti-bacterial coatings, solar paints capable of absorbing solar energy and 

transmitting it, paints that provide isolation for ships, anti-rust coatings, anti-fog paints, UV ray 

blockers and non-stick coating 4.5.4 

4.2 Solar paint 
Until this day only solar panels are used to convert sunlight to energy, but with graphene new 

methods can be applied. The university of the Notre Dame (US) has found a cheap method to 

produce a paint that has the same properties as a solar panel.4.5.2 

The latest developments in solar energy were made possible when scientists found a way to use 

nanoparticles called quantum dots in a spreadable paste. The paste is a mixture of titanium dioxide 

containing nanoparticles, followed by a coating which contains cadmium sulphide and cadmium. In 

order to create energy producing cells, the paint is covered by a transparent conductive material and 

then heated with a heat gun. The painted surface is then added to a graphene-based electrode with 

an electrolyte solution. Graphene is used because it is highly conductive, a good electric conductive 
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material and very light. As a result, the material generates energy when exposed to a beam of 

artificial sunlight. Until now, this specially developed paint has no more than one percent efficiency 

in converting light into energy. So, it is not quite ready to take over the commercial solar cells that 

reach usually succeed in eleven to fifteen percent efficiency. In figure 1 the different layers of the 

solar coating are shown.4.5.7 The paint can be made cheaply in large quantities. 

Scientists found out that the energy production increases if an extra layer of paint is added. If the 

researchers manage to improve efficiency, it could compete with normal solar panels. And then 

every ship in the future would be equipped with solar energy. The solar panels used today have an 

efficiency of 15%4.5.9, graphene solar coating has an efficiency around 4%4.5.10. a solar panel can make 

200 W per 1m2, a solar coating of 1m2 can produce 53 W. An average vessel of 150 meter has a 

generator that produces 400kW4.5.11. To produce 400kW of power, 2000 m2 solar panels is needed or 

7547 m2 of solar coating is needed. The average ship has not enough surface space and therefore this 

paint cannot yet replace a generator. Maybe in the future the paint can be made efficient enough to 

be applied on vessels and replace the generator on board. More research is needed for this. 

 

Image 4.1 

4.3 De-icing paint 
A big problem by ship sailing in cold weather, is the forming of ice on the hull and on the structures 

on board of vessels. Solutions that exist today are heavy, inefficient or dangerous, like heating tubes 

alongside the accommodation or chipping away 

ice. Graphene coating can change the way of de-

icing. Recent discoveries have proven that new 

types of coating with graphene can melt ice in 

minutes, this will be explained later on. There are 

already plans for applying it in the aviation and on 

radars but not on ship decks or accommodations.  

  

Image 4.2 
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4.3.2 Hoe can de-icing paint be made with graphene 

Graphene mixed in polyurethane paint is part of a de-icing solution. The single-atom-thick sheet of 

carbon that both conducts electricity and, allows radio frequencies to pass unhindered. The 100-

nanometer layer of graphene ribbons is thousands times thinner than a human hair. 

A basic graphene layer transmits electricity very well and would not produce enough heat to melt ice 

or keep it from forming, but graphene nanoribbons unzipped from carbon nanotubes in a chemical 

process, can. The difference between a graphene layer and graphene nanoribbons is that an layer is 

smooth and allows electricity to flow with the lowest resistance, nanoribbons  are small overlaying 

‘island’-like layers. It can be compared as a graphene layer that is like ice, a smooth surface. And 

graphene nanoribbons are like snow, very small flakes that touch each other with only a small part of 

their surface.  When evenly dispersed on a solid object, the ribbons overlap and electrons pass from 

one to the next with just enough resistance to produce heat as a by-product. The effect can be 

tuned, based on the thickness of the coating.  

The new compound created by researchers, is a robust ice-melting coat for marine, airborne and 

other uses. The active element consists of graphene nanotubes "unzipped" into ribbons. Lab samples 

up to half a square metre were assembled using a flexible polymer substrate, polyimide, which was 

spray-coated with polyurethane paint and allowed to dry. The coated substrate is then put on a 

hotplate to soften the paint, and a thin graphene ribbon coat was airbrushed on. When dried, the 

embedded ribbons became impossible to remove.4.5.5 

  

mage 4.3 

The coating can easily be installed on board of a vessel because it uses voltage common to shipboard 

systems. The availability of nanoribbons is no longer an issue now that they are being produced in 

industrial quantities.4.5.6 

4.3.3 Properties and test results of de-icing coating  

Researchers have developed a compound to protect marine and airborne radars with a robust 

coating that is also transparent to radio frequencies. Experiments have proven that ice can melt in 

minutes in a chamber cooled to -20 degrees Celsius from a surface treated with graphene 

nanoribbons. Radar domes like those seen on ships keep ice and freezing rain from forming directly 

on antennas. But the domes themselves must also be kept clear of ice that could damage them or 

make them unstable. This task is usually accomplished with a metal framework that supports and 

heats ceramic alumina. But these materials are heavy, and metallic elements must be installed far 

from the source of radio signals to keep from interfering. It takes a lot of power to heat them when 

they’re coated with ice because they’re very poor conductors.4.5.3 

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiguou6pprKAhWCvBoKHT9EAVgQjRwIBw&url=http://www.architectmagazine.com/technology/rice-university-researchers-use-graphene-as-a-de-icing-agent-for-glass_o&psig=AFQjCNGaA-k5o-5l5_Dg4kqoFMK72NsNMw&ust=1452345406222354
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The de-icing coatings are already used in aviation industry to keep helicopter rotors and plane wings 

ice free. Experiments have shown that graphene de-ice coating can heat-up to 93 degrees Celsius in a 

minus 20 degrees Celsius environment, this is enough to melt one centimetre thick ice. The coating 

can only be applied on smooth surfaces like the side of the accommodation and the decks. Applying 

the coating on sharp edges of small object can prove to be difficult.  

The coating is only 30 nanometre thick and has a maximum power density of 0,5W/cm2. This means 

that it will use a lot of electricity to de-ice a large section of the ship. At full power it costs 5kW/m2. 

But in practical use, this can be reduced because the coating will not always be used at maximum 

power. For example, once a layer of ice is melted it can be reduced to a lower setting of its power so 

the coating will be heated just enough to keep the coating above freezing temperature which costs 

less energy. 4.5.8 

After obtaining this information the plan to give a ship a complete coating is out of the question. 

When the whole ship is coated it will need too much power to work properly. A better plan is to only 

coat the walking paths on the deck and the high parts of the ship like the accommodation, because 

the higher the ice forms the more influence the ice has on the stability of the ship. And the high parts 

of the ship are most difficult to reach to chop away the ice. Covering the walking paths will increase 

the safety of men on board. 

A solution for the high power demand of the de-icing coating is to combine the solar coating and the 

de-icing coating. The solar coating can produce a certain part of the power that is needed to energy 

the de-icing coating. The solar coating can be applied on large flat surfaces and the de-icing coating 

can be applied on the essential part of the ship. The disadvantage of using the two together is that 

for powering 1 square meter of de-icing coating, 100 square meter of solar coating has to be used.  

4.4 How can the properties of graphene improve the paint currently used 

on the ship its hull and in tanks 
Research has shown that there are two possibilities when it comes to graphene coatings. One of 

these possibilities is creating a de-icing coating using graphene as a heater. The other is creating a 

coating that can produce solar power. Both coatings can revolutionise the way of energy usage on 

board. The solar coating can improve the way of generating energy, yet there is not enough research 

done to properly develop a system to effectively generate energy on board. While visiting the 

university in Delft an expert showed the production of graphene flakes is fairly easy. This is positive 

because this is one of the key products of graphene de-icing coating. Meaning that the de-icing 

coating can indeed be applied on larger scale on board.  Maybe in the future more research will be 

done and proper systems can be developed. 

Though the solar coating is not an invention that has much potential, the de-icing coating is. The de-

icing coating has proven to be very effective. Test results show incredible performances by melting 

one centimetre thick ice in minutes. While this coating is only produced on small scale it has 

potential to further develop so it can be produced on large scale and be applied on vessels to de-ice 

the vessel and keep the vessel clear of ice.   

De-icing coatings can currently be applied on radar equipment and other electronic transmitters to 

keep them free from ice. With less surface to cover, it will not take much electricity to power the 

coating. In the near future ship can be equipped with de-ice coatings on high areas like the 
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accommodation or walking paths. The only barrier there is to not cover the whole ship is the power 

usage of the coatings. 

4.4 Further research 
The next step in this research would be to test what effect graphene paint has on the vessel itself. So, 

taking a model ship or a piece of hull-material, painting it with graphene paint and then test the 

effects. For example, whether the resistance by the wind of water increases or maybe even declines. 

Besides, it is important to test whether the graphene paint reacts the same on a vessel at sea surface 

as it does high up in the air in the aviation industry. This research is not yet be done, because of the 

restricted possibilities there were to do research into graphene. A possible investigation would be to 

paint a metal piece and test it in normal sea going conditions, than it will be possible to find out how 

graphene paint reacts in these conditions. 

Graphene paint could be used on the following systems: 

- The hull of the ship can be painted with this paint for anti-icing. 

- Important radars or antennas could be painted. 

- In aviation graphene paint is applied on areas of the aircraft where it is essential to maintain specific 

aerodynamic shape (leading edges of the arrowfoils). On board it is important to keep the vessels’ 

safety high. So, for example the decks need to be ice free. 

- It requires more research to find out what the best way is to set electricity on the paint. 
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Conclusion and recommendation 
 

Conclusion 
Finding a good application for the material graphene on board of vessels is not easy.. Many scientists 

are researching possible applications for the material, though the production on a large scale is not 

possible yet.  

The material graphene has a unique combination of characteristics. Graphene is strong, light, very 

permeable and very conductive. It could be the material of the future, but unfortunately, it cannot be 

produced on a large scale yet.  

Graphene has already proven itself a good filter material. Research has been done to applying 

graphene based filters on board of vessels. The main focus was on creating a multifunctional filter. 

Further points of focus were improving durability, reducing maintenance and reducing costs of the 

filters currently used on board.  No evidence is found that graphene can do any of these things, but it 

can be used to improve other filtration processes. Graphene based filters can be used on board for 

desalination, removing toxic pollutants from wastewater, to filter vapors and gasses or to separate 

oil from wastewater.   

Required for desalination are graphene sheets with pores with the maximum size of 1 µm, also 

known as Porene. It is still difficult to create these sheets, but ones produced they could be used to 

replace the desalinate membranes currently used in the desalinate system on board.  

Scientists have produced so called ‘tea bags’ with a substance partly made from graphene which can 

absorb toxic pollutants from liquids. These tea bags can be used to remove toxic pollutants from 

wastewater on board of vessels. 

A graphene filter can be adapted in a way it can filter gasses and vapors. A certain filter can be used 

on board of tankers to filter the gasses from the vapor flange.  

Graphene membranes can stop oil while water flows through. This way the membrane can be used 

to create a filter that is able to remove oil from wastewater of vessels. With some more research it 

might even be able to create a separator based on graphene. 

The free surface effect is a mechanism which can cause a vessel to become unstable and capsize. To 

overcome this problem, a vertical slack tank moment (VSTM) has to be taken into account. A 

property of graphene aerogel is that it can act as a ‘super sponge’, this can be used to reduce the 

free surface effect. Although graphene aerogel would indeed take away the VSTM, it would cost a 

great loss of amount of liquid that could normally be put into a tank. This is calculated while doing 

desk research. So, graphene aerogel is not a very good reducer of the VSTM when looked to the 

amount of space that it will cost. But it is, when concerning the safety of the vessel and thus cargo 

and crew. 

The paint currently used on the hull and deck of the ship has little to no anti-icing/de-icing 

properties, graphene could give paint these properties. While doing desk research, this idea came up. 

The field research at the TU Delft pointed out that this could be possible. Graphene can only be 

produced in flakes, these can be mixed into the paint. And when electric power is put on to this 
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paint, the ice, formed on the vessel, will melt and fall of. This will save a lot of man-energy and work-

hours.  

There are two types of graphene paint possible. These are solar paint and de-icing paint.  

Solar paint turned out to be ineffective. It is possible to generate energy, but it cannot compete with 

generators.  

De-icing coating, however, can be very effective against icing. Tests has proven that it is a promising 

idea and could be applied to vessels in future. A big disadvantage is the energy required for the de-

icing. The energy required can be reduced by not using the coating to its full potential.  

Another solution is to only apply the coating on essential parts  of the ship. Like walking paths, radar 

transmitters , other transmitters and on high areas like the accommodation.  

A combination between solar paint and de-icing paint is possible, but to generate the power required 

for one square meter de-icing coating, one hundred square meters of solar coating is needed.  

How can the properties of graphene benefit maritime technology? 

The properties of graphene can be used for desalination, filtering wastewater, gasses and vapors. 

The desalination could be very effective, but more research to the production of the graphene 

membranes and the effectiveness of the desalination process is required. Filtering wastewater could 

make it easier for vessels to get rid of their wastewater. A graphene based filter for vapor can filter 

the gasses from the vapor flange, allowing a tanker to load their cargo without needing a vapor line.  

Graphene can improve the stability of a vessel, but it is not efficient for the loading capacity. But as 

ship stabilization device, graphene aerogel could work properly and would take away the VSTM, but 

the great loss of liquid that can be put into the tank must be taken into account.  

The properties of graphene can also be used to create a solar coating or de-icing coating for ships.  

But as found, it can be used in paint as anti-icing system. This would reduce the amount of man 

hours and the hard labour that is required to chop the ice. But further research is required. Because 

at this point it costs a lot of energy.  

Recommendation 
According to the above mentioned conclusions, more research is required into the following aspects. 

First of all the amount of power, to de-ice the vessel, could be reduced to normal standards (not the 

extremely high power demand) and whether it complies with environmental regulations. Further 

research into the financial part of this system is required. Finally research needs to be done into the 

man-hours it needs to keep the system running. It would be interesting to research the ‘one-layer-

aerogel’ principle, because then only the top part of the liquid in a tank would be in the aerogel. So 

then there would be less loss of the amount of liquid in the tank. Although fitting filters with 

graphene would not be a great option, it is recommended to research how to make a great layer of 

graphene in stand of single flakes of a couple micrometers.  
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Epilogue 
With this research we learned a lot about graphene and its properties. Besides we learned more 

about the subjects we were researching like stabilization, filters and paint. In our field research we 

spoke to interesting experts on this matter. Finally we learned how to work better in a team and how 

to trust everybody’s work and how to plan.  
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ms&imgrc=qqQJciAsRTvHwM%3A (1.03) 
 
Image 2.1 
https://www.google.nl/search?q=suction+filter&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X
&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI4-
W7s4mNyQIVRScPCh29pQ0z#tbm=isch&q=suction+filter+ships&imgrc=YTjBtRou2Uhi6M%3A  (2.1) 
 
Image 2.2 
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pressure+filter&view=detailv2&&id=EFCA3DE81DB8ADB5A
BD65BD378ADECD5779939BB&selectedIndex=5&ccid=Nr1hIJDL&simid=608048961947372197&thid
=OIP.M36bd612090cb4337090f26b89a803947H0&ajaxhist=0 (2.2) 
 
Image 2.4 
http://media.noria.com/sites/archive_images/Backup_200509_contam-combo-filters-fig7c.jpg  
 
Image 2.3 
http://www.dieselcraft.co.uk/images/oil%20path_20%20email.jpg  
 
Image 2.1 
http://www.fdpp.com/depthsurface.htm  
 
Image 2.5 
http://www.chemicaltankerguide.com/hose-connecting-manifold.PNG  
 
 
Image 3.1 
https://qph.is.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-
afd55ebaf5a603dafa3ebf2302d89f2a?convert_to_webp=true (3.1) 
 
Image 3.2 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Liquid_in_container.png (3.2) 
 
Image 3.3 
http://www.bbauv.com/?attachment_id=220 (3.3) 
 
Image 3.4 
http://www.marineinsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Tank-Diagram-1.jpg (3.4) 
 
Image 3.6 
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+aerogel&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&s
a=X&sqi=2&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIn8j2n6aIyQIVwngOCh0o8gEN&dpr=1#imgrc=vpP1ghqllfLFR
M%3A (3.6) 
 
Image 4.1 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/10033806/Graphene-paint-could-power-homes-of-

the-future.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+C2C-

InTheNews+(Feed+-+Coast+to+Coast+-+In+the+News) 

https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+conductive&biw=1280&bih=917&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIk8DHuZDEyAIVAgNzCh3UZARz#tbm=isch&q=graphene+pi+atoms&imgrc=qqQJciAsRTvHwM%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+conductive&biw=1280&bih=917&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIk8DHuZDEyAIVAgNzCh3UZARz#tbm=isch&q=graphene+pi+atoms&imgrc=qqQJciAsRTvHwM%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+conductive&biw=1280&bih=917&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIk8DHuZDEyAIVAgNzCh3UZARz#tbm=isch&q=graphene+pi+atoms&imgrc=qqQJciAsRTvHwM%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=suction+filter&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI4-W7s4mNyQIVRScPCh29pQ0z#tbm=isch&q=suction+filter+ships&imgrc=YTjBtRou2Uhi6M%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=suction+filter&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI4-W7s4mNyQIVRScPCh29pQ0z#tbm=isch&q=suction+filter+ships&imgrc=YTjBtRou2Uhi6M%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=suction+filter&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI4-W7s4mNyQIVRScPCh29pQ0z#tbm=isch&q=suction+filter+ships&imgrc=YTjBtRou2Uhi6M%3A
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pressure+filter&view=detailv2&&id=EFCA3DE81DB8ADB5ABD65BD378ADECD5779939BB&selectedIndex=5&ccid=Nr1hIJDL&simid=608048961947372197&thid=OIP.M36bd612090cb4337090f26b89a803947H0&ajaxhist=0
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pressure+filter&view=detailv2&&id=EFCA3DE81DB8ADB5ABD65BD378ADECD5779939BB&selectedIndex=5&ccid=Nr1hIJDL&simid=608048961947372197&thid=OIP.M36bd612090cb4337090f26b89a803947H0&ajaxhist=0
http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=pressure+filter&view=detailv2&&id=EFCA3DE81DB8ADB5ABD65BD378ADECD5779939BB&selectedIndex=5&ccid=Nr1hIJDL&simid=608048961947372197&thid=OIP.M36bd612090cb4337090f26b89a803947H0&ajaxhist=0
http://media.noria.com/sites/archive_images/Backup_200509_contam-combo-filters-fig7c.jpg
http://www.dieselcraft.co.uk/images/oil%20path_20%20email.jpg
http://www.fdpp.com/depthsurface.htm
http://www.chemicaltankerguide.com/hose-connecting-manifold.PNG
https://qph.is.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-afd55ebaf5a603dafa3ebf2302d89f2a?convert_to_webp=true
https://qph.is.quoracdn.net/main-qimg-afd55ebaf5a603dafa3ebf2302d89f2a?convert_to_webp=true
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Liquid_in_container.png
http://www.bbauv.com/?attachment_id=220
http://www.marineinsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/01/Tank-Diagram-1.jpg
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+aerogel&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIn8j2n6aIyQIVwngOCh0o8gEN&dpr=1#imgrc=vpP1ghqllfLFRM%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+aerogel&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIn8j2n6aIyQIVwngOCh0o8gEN&dpr=1#imgrc=vpP1ghqllfLFRM%3A
https://www.google.nl/search?q=graphene+aerogel&biw=1280&bih=907&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMIn8j2n6aIyQIVwngOCh0o8gEN&dpr=1#imgrc=vpP1ghqllfLFRM%3A
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/10033806/Graphene-paint-could-power-homes-of-the-future.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+C2C-InTheNews+(Feed+-+Coast+to+Coast+-+In+the+News)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/10033806/Graphene-paint-could-power-homes-of-the-future.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+C2C-InTheNews+(Feed+-+Coast+to+Coast+-+In+the+News)
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/10033806/Graphene-paint-could-power-homes-of-the-future.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed:+C2C-InTheNews+(Feed+-+Coast+to+Coast+-+In+the+News)
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Image 4.2 

http://zienenweten.blogspot.nl/2013/11/acmaea-ms-shell-tankers-bv-deel-1-d.html 

Image 4.3 

http://news.rice.edu/2014/09/16/nanoribbon-film-keeps-glass-ice-free-2/ 

  

http://zienenweten.blogspot.nl/2013/11/acmaea-ms-shell-tankers-bv-deel-1-d.html
http://news.rice.edu/2014/09/16/nanoribbon-film-keeps-glass-ice-free-2/
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Appendices 
The answers are roughly written on a paper while doing field research. In this appendix the answers, 

or were to find the answers, are taken up as reaction on the questions. 

Appendix A Field research questions 
(Asked at the Technical University of Delft at Ir. Christina A. Verone (PhD Researcher; Micro and Nano 

Engineering; Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering)) 

A.1 What is graphene? 

Q: What is graphene? 
(Look to chapter 1) 
 
Q: What are the properties of graphene? 
(Look to chapter 1) 
 
Q: Can graphene be produced in large quantities and when? 
At this point this is not possible, graphene can only be produced in flakes or in combination with other 
materials, in aerogel for example. 
 
Q: Where is graphene currently being used? 
In graphene paint in the aviation. 
 
Q: What is graphene aerogel? 
(Look to chapter 1.5 and 3.3) 
 
Q: What are the properties of graphene aerogel? 
(Look to chapter 1.5) 
 
Q: Can graphene aerogel be produced in large quantities and when? 
In little boxes. 
 
Q: Where is graphene aerogel currently being used? 
To clean up oil spills in the ocean. 
 

A.2 How can the properties of graphene help to improve the stability of the ship 

Q: How big is the problem that the free surface effect causes? 
(look to chapter 3.1) 
 
Q: How permeable is graphene aerogel? 
(Look to chapter 1) 
 
Q: How good is graphene aerogel as a sponge, how much liquid can it absorb? 
(look to chapter 3.3) 
 
Q: How will the use of less and larger tanks have a positive or negative effect on the ships structure? 
(look to chapter 3.3) 
 
Q: How to retrieve the soaked up liquid from the graphene aerogel? 
(look to chapter 3.3)  
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A.3 How can the properties of graphene improve the filters on board? 

Q: Which properties are required for a filters and which properties are not advisable? 
(look to chapter 2.2) 
    
Q: What are the disadvantages of the filter materials that are currently used? 
(look to chapter 2.4) 
 
Q: What has been improved in filter materials of filter elements in recent years?  
(look to chapter 2.4) 
 
Q: Can a filter be retrofitted with a new filter material? 
(look to chapter 2.5) 
 

A.4 Graphene questions 

Q: How permeable is graphene?  
(look to chapter 1.4) 
 
Q: What molecules can graphene (aerogel) let go through 
(look to chapter 1) 
 
Q: Is a graphene filter cleanable? 
(look to chapter 2.5) 
 
Q: How long can graphene be used as a filter  
(look to chapter 2.5) 
 

A.5 How can the properties of graphene improve the paint currently used on the ship its 

hull and in tanks?  

 
Q: What are the improvement of graphene coating on normal coating 
(look to chapter 4.1 and 4.2) 
 
Q: Can de-icing coating and solar coating add together 
(look to chapter 4.4) 
 
Q:are solar and de-icing coatings venerable 
(look to chapter 4.1) 
 

Phone call 

Called for about 15 minutes with A. Nobel (Zwijndrecht, filtration) to ask them about filters. They told 

us that carbon (graphene is carbon) is currently been used to flavour the water on board. Besides it 

could be used as a seawater filter to filter salt. But the costs of this system require more research to 

be calculated. 

Manchester University 

We could not get any response of the university, but we used their website to get the information we 

needed. 
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TU Delft 

We have been to the Technical University of Delft where we have spoken several experts in materials 

and structures, also we have spoken to a specialist (Ir. Christina A. Verone (PhD Researcher; Micro 

and Nano Engineering; Department of Precision and Microsystems Engineering)) in producing 

graphene. From this last specialist we got the following three documents, those are literally taken 

into the hardcopy report. In our own research we have used this information. 
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Generality  
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Large single crystal of graphene on cu by CVD 
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Surface Engineering of Copper Foils for Growing Centimeter-Sized Single-Crystalline 

Graphene 


